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PDP PS5 & PC NEBULA ULTRA VIOLET AIRLITE WIRED HEADSET

Brand : PDP Product code: 052-011-ULVI

Product name : PS5 & PC NEBULA ULTRA VIOLET AIRLITE
WIRED HEADSET

Wired, for Win 10/11, PS4/5, Black/Violet, Noise-Cancelling Mic

PDP PS5 & PC NEBULA ULTRA VIOLET AIRLITE WIRED HEADSET:

Play all day in the Nebula Ultra Violet AIRLITE Wired Headset. Built for comfort and immersive gameplay,
you'll never want to take off this thoughtfully designed headset officially licensed for PlayStation!

LONG-LASTING COMFORT FOR GAMING SESSIONS
Plush earcups & lightweight design for extended gaming

CLEAREST AUDIO IN THE GAME
Expertly engineered audio is delivered through our fine-tuned, 40mm drivers for immersive gaming

BE HEARD LOUD & CLEAR
Sleek, noise-canceling mic delivers clear comms to your team, or flip the mic up to mute when you need
radio silence.
PDP PS5 & PC NEBULA ULTRA VIOLET AIRLITE WIRED HEADSET. Product type: Headset. Connectivity
technology: Wired. Recommended usage: Gaming, Product colour: Black, Violet

Performance

Product type * Headset
Wearing style * Head-band
Recommended usage * Gaming
Headset type Binaural
Product colour * Black, Violet
Cable colour Black
Compatible products Playstation 4 & 5

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired

Headphones

Ear coupling * Circumaural
Driver unit 4 cm

Microphone

Microphone type * Boom
Microphone noise-canceling
Microphone mute

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported Windows 10, Windows 11

Supplier features

Material Polypropylene (PP)
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